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Working together in science

The Netherlands Recruitment Day
recruit & scout (inter)national talents
Worldwide recruitment of masters, PhD’s, early-stage and senior researchers
What is it?
The Netherlands Recruitment Day is an online event for academics
worldwide, who have an interest in working in the Netherlands.
Dutch universities, research institutes and industry can present
themselves and get in contact with talented researchers.
What makes this day so special?
Before and during this event we can team up together and
promote The Netherlands as a research country. The candidates
come from all disciplines. We will reach out between April and
September to over 500.000 potential candidates worldwide, of
which we expect at least 1.000 to register. Participating gives
you access to this vast talent pool of candidate CVs and research
proposals. We will automatically match candidates with your
actual vacancies or research areas. Whether you are recruiting for
open vacancies, call for papers, long-term transfers, early-stagers
or senior researchers.
Is there a special focus?
The focus on the event is branding research in The Netherlands
and establishing long-term relationships with potential
candidates. Besides that, special focus areas are masters willing
to do a PhD with a scholarship and preferred countries of interest:
China, Indonesia, Vietnam, the United States, Colombia, Brazil,
Mexico, Chile and Thailand.
How does this event work?
• On October 1st, we have a virtual career fair with stands,
where you can present your organisation.
• From June to September you have access to all candidate
CVs and research proposals with the use of state-of-the-art
matching algorithms and filters to find the fittest candidate
spot-on.
• On October 1st, you can conduct scheduled 1-on-1 speed
date interviews and give presentations.

When is it?
To provide all candidates the opportunity to join, the event is
scheduled on Saturday October 1st, 2022 from morning 7:00
AM to late evening 11:00 PM (CEST) to cover all time zones.
Candidates are asked for their country of residence to
accomodate matching schedules in different time zones.

Learn more
Curious? Read all about it, register or feel free to schedule an
appointment in my agenda to discuss your opportunities.
Jeroen Sparla, managing director AcademicTransfer.

